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Outlining the importance of Integrtiy as a mean to build confidence among all Interested Parties of the global halal ecosystemand it offers a Global Halal Strategy how this could be achieved.It highlights the weaknesses of the current Global Halal Compliance System and tries to give inputs on how the system integrity can be improved and strengthened.Last but not least the conclusion



Confidence

Confidence through Integrity.

Integrity is the way to build trust and

It ensures the sustainability and recognition of the 
ethical Halal-Tayyib concept in the world.

It allows global Halal trade to flourish to the benefit 
of all stakeholders and humanity at large.

hence it provides the ability to create true added value.
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- Halal is primarily an Amanah (an entrusted responsibility) and Integrity is the path to deliver it to the wider public..Integrity, which is based on ethical values and which is an integral Deeni requirement, is key to build Confidence. Hence, it provides the ability to create true added values for our societies.Confidence through integrity ensures the sustainability and recognition of the ethical Halal-Tayyib concept in the worldAnd allows global Halal trade to flourish to the benefit of all stakeholders and humanity at large.



• Confidence as the success factor in global Halal trade. Ascertainments:

– Sustainable success of the global Halal ecosystem is depending on the ability and degree to which confidence can be 

conveyed in its halal products and services.

– The real currency of the halal market is “confidence”. 

– The higher the confidence the more cooperation, opportunities and wealth can be created.

– Certification: The overall aim of certification is to give confidence to all interested parties that a product fulfils specified 

requirements. With other words, the value of certification (impartial and competent third party attestation) is generated 

by the degree of confidence and trust that can be established among interested parties.

– Mission: Setting up a system that promotes Confidence through Integrity, aiming to foster public trust in 

Halal products and services through an effective systemization of Halal Integrity.

Confidence through Integrity.
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In terms of the conformity system, the OIC/SMIIC and ISO Standards, as well, are identifying the conveyance of Confidence as being the key objective.With other words, the value of certification is generated by the degree of confidence that can be established among all interested parties.- We derive a clear mission from this: Building Confidence by assuring Integrity in the System, aiming to foster public trust in Halal products and services. 



Integrity Confidence Cooperation
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Systematic Integrity Approach

Ethical values

Norms & References
(Quran, Sunnah, Ijma‘, Qiyyas)

Code of Ethics
(Halal Code of Conduct)

Regulatory Infrastructure
Policies
Standards
Anti-corruption, etc.

Quality Infrastructure
PDCA
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Risk approach
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desirable achievements
for Muslims; recognition
by the societies as
partner in quality and 
social/economical
success and recognition
from Allah.

The creation of added
value for all

Trustful and sustainable
cooperation with all
Interested Parties.

Confidence through Integrity. A Global Strategic Approach. 
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To be effective in this mission, a comprehensive Global Halal Strategy shall be initiated, aiming to foster "Confidence through Integrity" among all stakeholders in the global halal ecosystem. The Global Halal Strategy ensures system integrity through a systematic approach while applying ethical values in form of a Halal code of conduct.The Systematic Integrity approach applies Quality, Compliance and Competence to reach excellence through Good Governance and Good Practice. Together with the application of a Halal Code of Conduct, the system is not only producing good products, but also enormous trust and value.Muslim institutions, organizations, and companies from the public and private sectors should hence collectively implement and operate the Global Halal Strategy in a unified manner. Particularly to achieve excellence in serving the public and private sector.Confidence established in this sustainable manner should facilitate cooperation, value creation and recognition within societies, and in-shaa’Allah recognition from Allah (swt).



Surat-ul Mulk



Vision

To become a Global Muslim Community of Excellence (GMCE)

Mission

…that consistently delivers added value to societies

Vision and Mission
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The greater objective is to establish a Global Muslim Community of Excellence (GMCE) that consistently delivers added value to societies. This will enhance confidence in the Halal-Tayyib concept, the Halal Compliance Sector, the Halal ecosystem, and the Global Muslim Community (GMC).And may enable effective collaboration and joint efforts among the global society on current and future global challenges.
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Global Halal Compliance System

Islamic Juridical Level
(Ulama)
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Having a closer look into the Global Halal Compliance system, we find a multilevel assurance system, which consist of Standardization, Accreditation and Certification bodies as well as Industries who are aiming to assure halal integrity of product and services for the consumers and all other interested parties.The system has reached a pretty good consensus by transforming norms into halal standards and is targeting global uniformity.The system is based on conformity assessment against standards, but is unfortunately not yet effective enough in identifying corruption and many other frauds. On the halal certification bodies level we observe two different kind of service providers: The ones with a high integrity and commitment to the Amanah, who follow strong Compliance to assure proper implementation of halal requirements versus the bodies who are following a purely commercial approach, who are understanding accreditation and recognition letters only as a business facilitator. These bodies are mostly offering Faster, easier and cheaper certification which results in superficial processing of halal certification, reduction of requirements and unislamic and unethically competition.The crude commercial approach, opens ways of bribery and corruption and leads to the integrity of the Global Halal Assurance System being undermined and trust in the Halal mark and in the Halal ecosystem being tarnished and compromised.To foster public trust and transparency, we ask the OIC member states to consolidate accreditation to one system and to actively and credibly combat corruption in the Halal sector. A Global Halal Corruption Index System (GHCI) should be established.



1. Paradigm shift

2. IIFA to issue two directives (integration of Quality Sytems and Code of Ethics)

3. Uniformed Global Halal Strategy – Confidence through Integrity.

4. Establishment of Halal Leadership Excellence Centers

5. Establishment of a Global Corruption Index System (GCSI)

6. Establishment of a Permanent Global Halal Integrity Forum

7. Establishment of a Global Halal Watch

8. Bringing halal to the same levels of compliance in the mainstream segment

Conclusion
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1. A paradigm shift shall be performed to facilitate a successful halal ecosystem by gaining confidence through integrity.2. The International Islamic Fiqh Academy in Jeddah, which is associated to the OIC, should issue two directives to request Muslim institutions, organisations and companies of the public private sector to implement first a Halal Code of Conduct and secondly a Quality System.3. An uniformed Global Halal Strategy should be established to work effectively on the common goals to reach excellence and global recognition.4. Establishment of Halal Leadership Excellence Centers: Globally, Halal Leadership Excellence Centers should be established, recognizing that leadership is crucial for the success of the Global Halal Strategy. 5. Establishment of a Global Corruption Index System (GCSI): Halal is an Amanah, and integrity is the path to ensure its delivery to the wider public. Corruption is haram and must be eradicated from the Halal Compliance Sector and the Halal Ecosystem. Therefore, a Global Corruption Index System (GCSI) should be established.6. Establishment of a Permanent Global Halal Integrity Forum: A permanent Global Halal Integrity Forum should be established to provide a platform for various stakeholders from the public and private sectors (including academia, industry, compliance sectors, consumer protection, governments, etc.) to exchange ideas and promote integrity in the halal chain. It is of paramount importance to increase the linkage between transparency and the public private cooperation to disseminate best practices and massive investments in the Halal integrity infrastructure.7. Establishment of a Global Halal Watch: To ensure transparency and prevent fraud, a Global Halal Watch should be established to monitor and oversee compliance within the halal compliance sector and halal ecosystem. 8. Further strong efforts should be made to bring halal to the same levels of compliance in the mainstream segment (transparency and trust).



Thank you!
Hvala!
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